All titles are located in the fiction section.
Fiction Abbott – Dare Me (2012)
After a suspicious suicide, the members of a
high school cheerleading squad, along with
their new coach are drawn into the
investigation.

Fiction Barclay – Never Look Away (2010)
The stressful life of reporter David Harwood
turns terrifying when a day at a local
amusement park is marked by the
disappearances of his wife and son, a situation
that reveals a tangled web of lies and
deception.
Fiction Bohman – Drowned (2011)
On the surface, the story couldn't be simpler. A
single young woman visits her older sister,
who is married to a writer as charismatic as he
is violent. As the young woman falls under her
brother-in-law's spell, the plot unfolds in a
series of precisely rendered turns.
Fiction Caletti – He’s Gone (2013)
When her husband disappears without a trace
from their houseboat in Seattle, Dani, who
won't rest until she finds him, is plunged into
a dark world that forces her to confront
unpleasant truths about her relationship with
him.
Fiction French – Broken Harbor (2012)
In the aftermath of a brutal attack that left a
woman in intensive care and her husband and
young children dead, a brash cop struggles
with perplexing clues and haunting memories
of a shattering incident from his childhood.

PB Gardner – Catch Me (2013)
Approached by a young woman who claims her
murder is imminent, detective D. D. Warren
hears her chilling story about how all of her
close childhood friends have been murdered on
the anniversary of the same day and that she is
the only one still alive, a case that is complicated
by a vigilante shooter.
Fiction Harrison – The Silent Wife (2013)
Told in alternating voices, this novel follows
the events leading up to the violent dissolution
of Jodi and Todd's marriage, a union steeped in
lies, infidelity, jealousy, and denial.
Fiction Hillier – Creep (2011)
Attempting to end her affair with graduate
student Ethan Wolfe, Professor Sheila Tao is
horrified to discover Ethan's mental instability,
a situation that is complicated by his
knowledge of compromising information about
her personal life.
Fiction Knight – Disclaimer (2015)
Reading a mysterious novel that recounts in
haunting detail the day she became the victim
of a dark secret, documentary filmmaker
Catherine Ravenscroft is forced to confront the
past to prevent her world from falling apart.
Fiction Knoll – Luckiest Girl Alive (2015)
Grooming herself for an ideal life involving a
successful career and a happy marriage, a
rising young journalist confronts a violent
episode from her past that threatens to unravel
everything she has worked to achieve.

Fiction Koch – The Dinner (2013)
An internationally bestselling phenomenon:
the darkly suspenseful, highly controversial
tale of two families struggling to make the
hardest decision of their lives -- all over the
course of one meal.
Ficion Landry – Defending Jacob (2012)
Andy Barber is an assistant district
attorney in suburban Massachusetts.
But, when a shocking crime shatters
their town, Andy’s 14-year-old son is
charged with the murder of a fellow
student
Fiction Lane – Her (2015)
Drawn to a sophisticated new friend named
Nina, exhausted young mother Emma finds
herself in a dangerous game of cat and mouse
triggered by Nina's growing obsession to own
and control her.
Fiction McCreight – Reconstructing Amelia (2013)
When her high-achieving 15-year-old
daughter Amelia supposedly commits suicide
after she is caught cheating, litigation lawyer
and single mother Kate Baron, leveled by
grief, must reconstruct the pieces of Amelia's
life to find the truth and vindicate the memory
of the daughter whose life she could not save.
Fiction O’Brian – In the Lake of the Woods
(1994)
Pursued by rumors of the atrocities he
committed in Vietnam, a politician and his
wife seek refuge in a lakeside cabin in
northern Minnesota, where a mystery unfolds
when the wife mysterious vanishes into the
nearby wilderness.

Fiction Stevens – Still Missing (2010)
Captured by a psychopath posing as an
interested house buyer, realtor Annie spends a
brutally traumatic year in captivity in a remote
mountain cabin and recounts her experiences
and dramatic escape to her therapist while
agonizing over the ongoing police search for

Fiction Vine – The Birthday Present (2008)
Ivor Tesham, a member of Parliament on track
for higher office, begins a passionate affair with
Hebe, the wife of a colleague, but when a mock
kidnapping goes terribly wrong and results in
murder, he becomes trapped in a dangerous
game of his own making.

her captor.
Fiction Ross – Mr. Peanut (2010)
Having obsessed about his beloved wife's
possible death throughout the course of their
relationship, video game designer David is
charged with her eventual murder by three
investigators who harbor their own
experiences with marital problems and
murder.
Fiction Unger – Heartbroken (2012)
While Kate pens an evocative historical
novel based on tragic diary entries written by
her aunt and grandmother, her neighbor,
Emily, flees a volatile relationship to an
island in an Adirondacks lake where she,
Kate and the island's owner, Birdie, face
respective histories and painful consequences.
Also: Die for You
Fiction Vann – Caribou Island (2011)
When the construction of their dream cabin
on an isolated Alaskan island is interrupted
by an early Arctic winter, a couple find their
marriage unraveling as they become stranded
with their daughter, who watches helplessly
as her parents drift further apart.

Fiction Watson – Before I Go to Sleep (2011)
An amnesiac attempts to reconstruct her past
by keeping a journal and discovers the
dangerous inconsistencies in the stories of her
husband and her secret doctor.

Fiction Walters – The Breaker (1999)
Twelve hours after a woman's body is washed
up on a deserted shore on the south coast of
England, her traumatized three-year-old
daughter is discovered twenty miles away,
alone and apparently abandoned....
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